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Abstract: As the virtual environment is constantly changing, not only users’ informational and
knowledge needs but also the means and channels of communication with customers applied by
organizations change. There is a noticeable trend to move more and more advertising campaigns to
social media networks because of the opportunities they provide to organizations and users, which
results in the ever-increasing popularity of social media networks and a number of their users. Such a
transition is explained by one of the main objectives organizations have: to inform their customers in
an appropriate way and receive feedback on social media networks, which is difficult when traditional
advertising channels and means are applied. Since advertising campaigns on social media networks
are evolving rapidly, their assessment factors and methods, which receive controversial opinions in
both scientific literature and practice, change too. Researchers assess and interpret the factors that
influence the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social media networks differently. Thus, a
problem arises: how should we evaluate which approach is more capable of accurately and fully
reflecting and conveying reality? In this research, this problem is studied by connecting approaches
of different researchers. These approaches are linked to the effectiveness assessment of advertising
campaigns on social media network aspects. To achieve the objective of this study, such research
methods as analysis of scientific literature, multiple criteria and expert assessment (a structured
survey and an interview) were applied. During the study, out of 39 primary assessment factors, eight
primary factors that influence the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social media networks
were identified: sales, content reach, traffic to website, impressions, frequency, relevance score, leads
and audience growth.
Keywords: advertising campaigns; social media networks; evaluation

1. Introduction
The popularity and versatility of social networks allows organizations to reach their chosen target
audience and, by using appropriate marketing and communication tools, not only convey information,
but also establish relationship with customers, create a dialogue and offer products (services) that
suit their individual and constantly changing needs best. The popularity of social networks can be
explained using data provided by Digital Information World (2017): the total population of the world
is 7.476 billion people, of which 3.773 billion of are internet users, 2.789 billion are active social media
users, 4.917 billion are unique mobile users and 2.549 billion are active mobile social users. Facebook
social media network has 1.871 billion active users, YouTube has 1 billion, Instagram has 600 million,
Twitter has 317 million and LinkedIn has 106 million [1].
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Advertising campaigns on social media networks create prerequisites for organizations to not only
inform users more effectively, understand their changing informational and knowledge needs, receive
feedback, observe users‘ interest and involvement into activities carried out by organization and
products (services) provided, but also bring about certain challenges: how to evaluate the effectiveness
of advertising campaigns on social media networks and how to improve these campaigns in a
constantly dynamic environment. In such a situation, a few problems are faced: how should we
effectively evaluate advertising campaigns on social media networks? In what way are the approaches
of researchers and practitioners controversial? Scientific studies lack a complex approach due to the
novelty and dynamism of the subject studied.
Therefore, the study examines the complexity of the assessment of effectiveness of advertising
campaigns on social media networks, when assessment approaches, factors and criteria change in the
dynamic environment. Researchers evaluate and interpret the factors that influence the effectiveness
of advertising campaigns on social media networks differently.
The objective of this study is to identify key factors that influence the effectiveness of advertising
campaigns on social media networks. To achieve this objective, such research methods as analysis of
scientific literature, multiple criteria and expert assessment (a structured survey and an interview)
were applied.
The main results obtained in this study are 39 primary factors that influence the effectiveness of
advertising campaigns on social media networks identified through the analysis of scientific literature.
During the international expert evaluation, eight factors were selected as crucial and, after applying
the principles of multiple criteria assessment, the criteria of the primary assessment factors and their
values and significance were determined. The results of the study provide preconditions for evaluating
advertising campaigns on social media networks applied by various organizations and formulate
suggestions to improve them.
2. Theoretical Assessment Aspects of Advertising Campaigns on Social Media Networks
Social media networks have become the study subject of such disciplines as anthropology,
ethnology, sociology, social psychology, psychoanalysis, management and marketing. A social media
network can be defined as a system of connections, a network of communication, a strategy used
by individuals, a form of social relationships, a virtual communication environment and a form of
communication used to realize different objectives [2–7].
When examining social media networks from the context of management and marketing
disciplines, such crucial objectives as improving the image of the organization and/or the product
(service), encouraging users to share the content of the advertising campaign, reducing marketing
costs and promoting sales are raised for the social media networks [8,9].
Researchers and practitioners argue that the prevalence of social networks is related to the
opportunity of attracting as many people as possible, identifying the audience, speeding up the
processes of information spread and storage, increasing interactivity, establishing relationships and
improving image, and increasing visibility [6,10–31].
Researchers point out such benefits of social media networks provided to users as encouraging
them to be active on social media networks, creating and sharing content that is information-oriented,
which brings about preconditions to discuss daily concerns with each other [28]. On the social media
network, information spreads rapidly through the importance of relationships and frequency of
communication. On social networks, individuals seek to obtain new skills and self-expression [32],
create communities, establish relationships based on their interest groups, exchange information of
various levels, and therefore advertising campaigns are especially relevant to certain audiences [2].
Due to their large number of users, social networks encourage organizations to change their
advertising campaigns, adapt to changing users‘ informational needs and new forms and platforms
of social networks [31]. According to individual interests and self-expression needs, social networks
can be divided into many different groups: when an individual checks their favourite photographs
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or visual material (“Pinterest”, “StumbleUpon”, “FlipBoard”, “Diigo”); shares videos and follows
other users on the network (“Instagram”, “YouTube”, “Flickr”); creates blogs (“Tweetpeek”, “Twitxr”,
“Plurk”); finds useful information at the desired location and time (“Yelp”, “Google”, “Healthgrades”);
participates in discussion forums and platforms (“Phorum”, “Meeb”, “Skype”, “Talk”); broadcasts
videos (“Justin.tv”, “Listream.tv”); establishes and maintains relations, expresses oneself (“LinkedIn”,
“Facebook”, “YouTube”, “Google+”, “Twitter”, “Instagram”) [22].
The authors of this article define an advertising campaign on social media networks as a means
of communication of a specific length with a target user applied by an organization that seeks to
inform, motivate, persuade or influence the target audience for the purpose of achieving organization’s
communication aims and using appropriate social networks and their platforms to do that.
Researchers and practitioners examine how advertising campaigns on social media networks
provide opportunities for the organization and its customer. Organizations are empowered to
appropriately inform and reach the customer, attract their interest and encourage them to actively
share their experience on a social media network, discuss, get to know the customer, maintain a
long-lasting relationship with the customer, develop those relationships, meet consumers’ individual
needs and establish mutual value. Social networks have helped organizations adapt their content
of advertising to the needs of individual customers and personalise advertisements and have also
enabled the customer to manage the qualitative and quantitative parameters of advertising (content,
length, time, place, etc.) to some extent [3,6,26,33–42].
Advertising campaigns on social media networks can be categorized according to many attributes.
One of which, according to the our objective, is increasing awareness, forming the image of the
organization, improving brand image, sales promotion, knowing the customer better, maintaining
the relationship with the customer, increasing consumer engagement, generating consumer traffic
to other online media tools, reducing marketing expenses, and others [8,9]. Organizations can
observe and analyse customer feedback (comments, reviews) and determine which associations their
actions establish in a customer‘s consciousness and see whether the organization applies appropriate
positioning strategies.
Based on the analysis of scientific literature, it is possible to compare traditional advertising
campaigns with those applied on social networks according to content, format, length, tools applied,
audience reach, return aspects and others [19,43–49]. Advertising campaigns on social media networks
are exceptional because of the fast reach of broad target audience, content marketing and interactivity.
Content marketing can be defined as a tool which allows useful and value-creating content to be
created and distributed with the aim to attract and maintain a particular target audience. Interactivity
is a means of communication feature that allows constant mutual exchange of information between
the sender and the recipient. The customer can select, manage, integrate and format the message by
controlling the interactivity of means of communication. Two-way communication can increase the
effectiveness of the message sent, as the sender can improve the faults of the advertising campaign
due to the received feedback [45].
In scientific literature, factors that influence the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social
media networks are evaluated differently [6,27,32,50–53].
Sterne (2010) suggests evaluating the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social
media networks according to such assessment factors as subscriptions, downloads, invitations,
recommendations, message frequency, time spent on site, views, followers, ratings, reviews, comments,
etc. [50].
Rautio (2012) suggests such assessment of the effectiveness of social media networks criteria as
website/traffic metrics (unique visitors, page views, time spent, installs, lifetime), online advertising
metrics (cost per click, cost per impression, click through rate, conversion, campaign reach, social reach),
social media & engagement metrics (likes, followers, people discussion, mentions, retweets, weekly
total reach, engaged users, virality, comments). To estimate the effectiveness of such assessment criteria,
the author suggests using return on investment (ROI) and profit investment ratio [51].
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Jayaram et al. (2015) distinguishes such assessment factor groups as content management
(dynamic personalization, multi-media, localization, user-generated content, quick response codes,
quality management), social media (collaboration, integration with other applications, sentiment
analyses, word of mouth), digital collaboration (blogs, live chat), analytics of successful digital
marketing (data and content, big data, user data, sensor data, datamining, visualization, statistical
techniques, prediction algorithms, prescriptive intelligence) [52].
Killian et al. (2015) examine the aspects of consumer relationship maintenance and mentions
such key assessment factors on social networks as perception of customers’ needs, the development of
customer relationships, understanding what encourages consumers to connect, customer attraction
through creativity, capturing and holding customer attention through engagement and entertainment
(contests, games and other forms). Researchers also emphasize the significance of interactivity that
brings about preconditions for the customer to control such aspects of communication as time, content
and communication channel [32].
Albarran (2016) identifies key assessment groups based on such key performance measure criteria
as financial aspects, audience reach, awareness and content management [53].
Liu et al. (2016, 2017) highlight the effectiveness assessment aspect of the dialogue between
the business and the customer and suggest evaluating it according to the distribution of the brand
(the ratio of the number of brand references to the number of trademarks and competitors mentioned),
consumer engagement (the ratio of the number of reviews, the number of shares and the number of
comments to the total number of views), talking about this (the ratio of the number of times the brand
was mentioned to the total number of users) [6,27].
Based on the analysis of scientific literature and practitioners’ insights, 39 factors that influence
the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social media networks suggested by researchers and
practitioners were identified for further research [6,27,32,43,50–68]: audience growth, sales, content
reach, traffic to website, impressions, frequency, relevance score, leads, feedback, cost of leads, relative
market share, sentiment, time spent on site, mobile customer relationship management, new users,
revenue growth rate, audience profile, views count, the number of clicks on social networks, a
company’s reputation, hashtags, target audience engagement, conversions, engagement by content
type, posts per day, cost per action, cost per click, click-through rate, number of orders mentioned,
cost per thousand, sessions from social networking sites, customer profitability score, response rate
& quality, talking about the topic, amount of remarks, customer potential, return on investment,
gross impressions, number of repeat visitors. In order to evaluate the 39 primary assessment factors
that influence the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social media networks suggested by
researchers and practitioners, multiple criteria and expert assessment methods were applied. They
brought about preconditions not only to identify key factors but also to evaluate the effectiveness of
the advertising campaign and to select the criteria of assessment factors, their values and significance.
3. Research Methodology of Advertising Campaigns on Social Media Networks
The multiple criteria assessment method was chosen to evaluate the complexity of the factors
that influence advertising campaigns on social media networks and obtain more objective and higher
quality evaluation results. This creates preconditions to seek for integrated and structured assessment
approaches. Applying them gives the opportunity to evaluate the subject of the research and
formulate suggestions for elimination of problematic areas [69–75]. Using the multiple criteria method
allows us to quantitatively evaluate any complicated phenomenon expressed by most indicators.
These assessment methods combine qualitative (expert assessment, a survey, an interview) and
quantitative approach combinations: expert knowledge and implementation of mathematical analysis
methods. By applying the complex multiple criteria assessment method, preconditions to implement
an alternative comparative analysis and select such alternatives, which have the highest integrated
criterion estimate, are created.
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Using the multiple criteria method, a list of primary assessment factors was compiled from
the scientific literature resources. It was transmitted to the international experts for clarification.
International experts were selected based on such attributes: competence in creating, implementing
and assessing advertising campaigns on social media networks; longer than a 3-year experience in the
area studied. The international expert assessment was carried out in December 2017 and January 2018
and took place in two stages.
In the first stage, the aim was to evaluate the effectiveness of the factors identified in scientific
literature that influence the advertising campaigns on social media networks by applying a structured
survey method (83 international experts took part in this stage). The structured survey provided the
assessment factors of advertising campaigns on social media networks. The experts were asked to
assess the significance of these factors in the scale [1, 5], where 1 stands for an unimportant factor,
2 means a more unimportant than important factor, 3 means a factor that is neither important nor
unimportant, 4 means more important than unimportant, and 5 stands for important. In the structured
survey, the experts were also asked to indicate the average duration of advertising campaigns on social
networks, the average monthly budged of the advertising campaign, the number of loyal customers,
the average time spent to evaluate the effectiveness of the advertising campaign, the problems that
are encountered when evaluating advertising campaigns on social networks, methods and tools to
evaluate the campaigns.
In the second stage, the interview method was chosen to implement expert evaluation in order to
clarify the framework of factors, their assessment criteria and normalized values and significance (10
international experts took part in this stage).
4. Results of the Research on Advertising Campaigns on Social Media Networks
83 international experts (15 from Lithuania, 12 from Russia, 11 from Slovenia, nine from Latvia,
nine from Estonia, seven from Poland, six from Serbia, five from Macedonia, four from the Czech
Republic, three from Kazakhstan and two from Croatia) took part in the first stage of the study. 60% of
them have more than five-years’ experience of implementing and assessing advertising campaigns
on social networks, 18% from four to five years and 22% from three to four years. Most experts
(58%) indicated that the average advertising campaign on social network lasts for more than 30 days,
22%—from 15 to 30 days, 12%—from eight to 14 days and 8%—up to 7 days. Study results show that
an advertising campaign on social media networks usually lasts for more than 30 days (Figure 1a).
Experts say that the budget for advertising campaigns on social media networks depends on
the strategy each organization has and the specific nature of their activity. Most experts (68%) on
average spend more than 1000 EUR on an advertising campaign on social networks, 24%—from 500 to
1000 EUR and the remaining 8% spend less than 500 EUR (Figure 1b).
More than half of the experts (54%) noted that advertising campaigns on social media networks
have more than 7000 loyal users on social networks: 16%—from 5000 to 7000 loyal users, 17%—from
2500 to 5000 users and the remaining 13%—less than 2500 users. The study found out that the greater
the expert’s experience in leading advertising campaigns on social media networks is, the larger
number of loyal consumers on social networks they have (Figure 1c).
For most experts (64%) it took from two to three work days to assess the effectiveness of an
advertising campaign on social media networks: 22%—from 4 to 7 work days, 12%—more than a
work week and only 2% managed to assess the effectiveness of the campaign in one work day. Study
results show that quite much time and effort is spent on assessing the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign (Figure 1d).
Experts highlighted that, when assessing the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social
media networks, they encounter the problem of the non-existence of a universal tool, and that is why
they integrate such tools as Facebook Ads Manager (100%) and Google Analytics (59%). According to
experts, the Facebook Ads Manager platform does not estimate the conversions and sales accurately,
while orders can only be seen on Google Analytics platform, but there is also a problem that declined
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orders are also counted. Due to the reasons mentioned, 64% of experts apply assessment systems
compiled by the organization or themselves, because there is a need to receive precise information of
how many users saw the advertising campaign, how many of them purchased the product (service)
offered by the organization, how many of them shared the message, and other aspects. Such assessment
systems pay most attention to the implementation of the plan, number of sales, and the payback of the
advertising campaign.
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etc. Leads factor is associated with sales promotion, when potential customers are offered an attractive
gift or added value (for example, e-books, discounts) in exchange for their contact information (e-mail
address, phone number). Audience growth factor depends on the content and the attractiveness of the
message that is sent to the potential audience of the organization, as well as the added value offered
(for example, promotions, discount coupons, free delivery, etc.).
Table 1. The normalized values of primary assessment criteria that influence the effectiveness of
advertising campaign (created by the authors).
Value
Factor

Criterion

Sales
Content reach
Traffic to website
Impressions
Frequency
Relevance score
Leads

Sales value/investment (%)
Number of customers reached
Number of clicks
Number of impressions
Number of advertisements shown
Special assessment of system
Number of contacts
Number of customers who liked
organization’s website

Audience growth

1 (low)

2 (average)

3 (high)

From 0 to 120
From 0 to 40,000
From 0 to 1000
From 0 to 50,000
More than 10
From 1 to 3
From 0 to 30

From 121 to 200
From 40,001 to 120,000
From 1001 to 6000
From 50,000 to 200,000
From 4 to 10
From 4 to 8
From 30 to 100

More than 200
More than 120,000
More than 6000
More than 200,000
Less than 4
More than 8
More than 100

From 0 to 20

From 21 to 50

More than 50

Audience growth can also depend on the loyalty level of the target audience, if targeted users
share their good experiences in their environment. Therefore, this factor is related to the success of
communication and social media experts’ ability to identify the target audience and its reach.
After the criteria for each factor and their normalized values were determined, experts evaluated
the significance of each factor on a scale from [0, 1] (Table 2), and later the compatibility of expert
opinions was calculated—Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, and the consistency of expert opinions
was indicated.
Table 2. A summary of the primary assessment factors that influence the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign [0, 1] (created by the authors).
Expert Number
Factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Sales
Content reach
Traffic to website
Impressions
Frequency
Relevance score
Leads
Audience growth

0.242
0.179
0.158
0.148
0.1
0.073
0.051
0.049

0.232
0.189
0.148
0.138
0.079
0.102
0.06
0.052

0.318
0.152
0.123
0.118
0.09
0.08
0.068
0.051

0.258
0.108
0.112
0.218
0.106
0.102
0.066
0.03

0.299
0.183
0.163
0.108
0.08
0.055
0.07
0.042

0.262
0.169
0.159
0.149
0.09
0.071
0.052
0.048

0.289
0.128
0.153
0.173
0.07
0.069
0.06
0.058

0.312
0.159
0.083
0.128
0.15
0.066
0.052
0.05

0.203
0.16
0.198
0.196
0.086
0.077
0.05
0.03

0.298
0.169
0.187
0.102
0.073
0.074
0.054
0.043

Total

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

The results of expert assessment have shown that the most significant factors are sales (0.27),
content reach (0.16), traffic to website (0.15) and impressions (0.15), while less significant factors are
leads (0.06) and audience growth (0.04) (Figure 3).
After identifying the significance of primary assessment factors that influence advertising
campaigns on social media networks and establishing their normalized values, the assessment
continued by estimating an integrated criterion which shows the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign on a scale [1, 3]. The closer the estimate was to the score of 3, the more effective the
implemented campaign would be.
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customers and receive feedback, but the same organizations also encounter particular complexity
assessment challenges when analysing advertising campaigns due to the diversity of approaches
and factors.
Advertising campaigns on social media networks, as a part of communication with target
customers, create preconditions for expeditious and relatively small investments to strengthen the
relationships between the organization and its customers. On social networks, users are given the
opportunity to form communities, exchange information, express opinions and discuss topics, and
become active content creators. However, to ensure proper communication, an adequate assessment of
the effectiveness of advertising campaigns is essential.
During the first stage of the international expert assessment, experts from 39 assessment factors
identified in the scientific literature selected eight essential assessment factors for evaluating the
effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social media networks: sales, content reach, traffic to
website, impressions, frequency, relevance score, leads and audience growth.
In the second stage, experts determined the significances of essential factors that influence
advertising campaigns on social media networks and their assessment criteria on a scale [0, 1] and
normalized values on a scale [1, 3]. The results of the study have shown that the main influence on
advertising campaigns are sales, content reach, traffic to website and impressions, while less important
factors are leads and audience growth.
The proposed structure of advertising campaigns on social media network assessment creates
preconditions to conduct a more objective study, identify the factors that influence advertising
campaigns, carry out a versatile assessment, identify strengths and weaknesses and, on this basis,
formulate solutions related to the improvement of advertising campaigns on social media networks.
The results obtained during the study have some limitations. The proposed structure of the
assessment of advertising campaigns on social media networks is tailored to those advertising
campaigns on social media networks that focus on promoting sales. Also, the identified assessment
factors and criteria bring about preconditions to evaluate the products (services) that are already in the
market. Therefore, the proposed assessment structure is not suitable for evaluating the development
of the products (services) that only attempt to enter the market. Another limitation is that, to carry out
the assessment of advertising campaigns on social media networks, the organization has to own an
online shop to which a potential customer comes from social networks.
Further scientific research could be developed in the following areas: achieving the objectivity
and complexity of the assessment of advertising campaigns on social media networks; conducting
research by integrating the customer‘s approach to the effectiveness of campaigns; carrying out an
experiment to examine the assessment factors of the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on social
media networks and their applicability to various types of organizations, taking into account the
specifics of the activities these organizations operate; and evaluating the interconnectivity of the
assessment variables of advertising campaigns and their impact on the performance of an organization.
We see the cybersecurity issues of social networks as emerging area of further research [78–81].
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analyzed the data; Vida Davidavičienė analyzed the data and drafted the manuscript; Manuela Tvaronavičienė
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